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ABSTRACT: To supply power for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) from renewable energy sources. In this system we are using renewable energy sources from microbial fuel cells (MFCs) a major challenge faced by wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for monitoring purposes is their energy supply. Renewable energy sources are useful for sustainable monitoring, but still very limited today due to various implementation constraints. Fortunately, microbial fuel cells (MFCs) provide a renewable power source, which can be integrated into terrains, wetlands, and some civil structures for environmental monitoring. However, as MFCs may only provide ultralow and dynamic power, an energy-neutral communication protocol is crucial for MFC-powered WSNs. Herein a duty-cycle-based energy-neutral communication protocol is proposed for MFC-powered WSNs. Mathematical models for optimal duty-cycling that minimize the probe packet reception time are first proposed. Then, an energy-neutral joint scheduling and routing protocol in multihop MFC networks is introduced. Simulation results show that WSNs adopting the proposed protocol can achieve sustainable network operations. It is also demonstrated that the protocol enables reliable data transmission when using ultralow and time-varying MFC power inputs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most energy of a wireless sensor is used to power its processor, radio and sensing functions. Therefore, low-power design for WSNs must account for device design, communication protocols, and sensing algorithms. Most wireless sensor devices today adopt IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliant radios. The design of a practical duty-cycling protocol is indispensable for the performance of MFC-powered WSNs. However, the knowledge of network topology is usually not available for all nodes, and special radio infrastructures such as multi-radio devices or directional antennas are required for the protocol design. These limitations invalidate such protocols to be readily applied to most low-power WSN systems such as those powered by MFCs. The objective of this work is to develop and evaluate a communication protocol that addresses the challenges associated with WSNs powered by ultra-low power and varying energy harvesting rate sources such as MFCs. The sensor network is expected to be utilized for environmental monitoring purposes in forests and wetlands where solar energy is hardly available. A sensor node can either have data generated locally or receive data packets from other nodes when it acts as a relay node. Energy harvesting rate of each node is modeled after typical MFC-PMS designs, which changes randomly within a certain range with a uniform probability. Each node joins the network randomly and has a fixed number of data packets to send. Data packets, with a size denoted as $D$ each, contain environmental information such as temperature, humidity and moisture. This only occupies several bits of a packet. There is one sink with unlimited power supply to process and store sensor data from all the nodes. Most packets forward between peer nodes rather than to the sink. A node at a certain hop relays data packet to its peer node at the next hop in the direction to the sink. Applications are expected to have a long idle duration; hence the network lifetime is critical for such applications.
Energy harvesting offers a promising alternative to solve the sustainability limitations arising from battery size constraints in sensor networks. Several considerations in using an environmental energy source are fundamentally different from using batteries. Rather than a limit on the total energy, harvesting transducers impose a limit on the instantaneous power available. Further, environmental energy availability is often highly variable and a deterministic metric such as residual battery capacity is not available to characterize the energy source. The different nodes in a sensor network may also have different energy harvesting opportunities. Since the same end-user performance may be achieved using different workload allocations at multiple nodes, it is important to adapt the workload allocation to the spatio-temporal energy availability profile in order to enable energy-neutral operation of the network. Platform design considerations as well as power scaling techniques at the node level and network-level are described. Which provide the ability to extract energy from the environment; they must be efficiently integrated into the design and operation of the sensor network to translate the harvested energy into increased application performance and system lifetime. Compared to a battery-powered system. The two primary design goals for any harvesting module are extreme energy efficiency and high reliability. Factor and cost, as well as limitations in the underlying harvestinglevel result in very little energy output from the transducer.

2.2 MICROBIAL FUEL CELLS: METHODOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY: B. E. Logan.

Microbial fuel cell research is a rapidly evolving field that lacks established terminology and methods for the analysis of system performance. This makes it difficult for researchers to compare devices on an equivalent basis. The construction and analysis of MFCs requires knowledge of different scientific and engineering fields, ranging from microbiology and electrochemistry to materials and environmental engineering. Describing MFC systems therefore involves an understanding of these different scientific and engineering principles. In this paper, we provide a review of the different materials and methods used to construct MFCs, techniques used to analyze system performance, and recommendations on what information to include in MFC studies and the most useful ways to present results. Microbial fuel cells are devices that use bacteria as the catalysts to oxidize organic and inorganic matter and generate current. Electrons produced by the bacteria from these substrates are transferred to the anode and flow to the cathode linked by a conductive material containing a resistor, or operated under a load. By convention, positive current flows from the positive to the negative terminal, a direction opposite to that of electron flow. The device must be capable of having the substrate oxidized at the anode replenished, either continuously or intermittently; otherwise, the system is considered to be a bio battery. Electrons can be transferred to the anode by electron mediators or shuttles, by direct membrane associated electron transfer or by so-called nanowires produced by the bacteria, or perhaps by other as yet undiscovered means.

2.3 STUDY OF TRANSFORMER-BASED POWER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND ITS PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION FOR MICROBIAL FUEL CELLS: F. Yang, D. Zhang, T. Shimotori, K.-C. Wang and Y. Huang.

Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) are emerging as a promising alternative renewable energy source, especially for remote monitoring applications. Due to its low voltage and power output, MFCs are unable to directly drive most commercial electronic devices. A power management system is needed to accumulate MFC energy first and then drive the load intermittently. In this study, a transformer-based PMS is proposed, which is able to function under a lower voltage input than other available MFC PMS designs. Two super-capacitors are included in the proposed PMS. The first is analytically optimized to maximize the average harvested power, while the second is selected based on the energy required to drive a given load. A continuous-mode MFC was built and used to successfully drive an IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor system using the proposed PMS. Experimental results showed that the proposed PMS worked well under a very low input voltage. The configuration of two super-capacitors and a transformer in these transformer-based Microbial fuel cells have been widely viewed as one of the sustainable energy harvesting apparatuses, and its basic principle is to use microorganisms as catalysts to convert chemical energy in the substrate into electrical energy. An
MFC is a bio electro chemical system that generates electrical energy by the catalytic reaction of organic substrates such as waste water using microorganisms.

2.4 TECHNICAL REPORT: MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR ENERGY NEUTRAL COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL: F. Yang, K.-C. Wang and Y. Huang.

A major challenge faced by Wireless Sensor Networks with monitoring purposes is the energy supply. Renewable energy sources are useful for sustainable monitoring, but very limited today due to a range of reasons. The main goal of the MAC protocol design is to reduce energy consumption, while maintaining sustainable operations for packet transmissions across the network powered by ultra-low energy harvesting units. In this technical report, the focus is WSN powered by Microbial Fuel Cells (MFCs). An energy neutral communication protocol and its mathematical models are presented in detail. Each node in the network has two modes: transmitter (TX) mode and receiver (RX) mode. If a node has packets to send, it will go to TX mode; otherwise it will stay in RX mode. If a node is in TX mode, it periodically sends short probe packets and goes to power down where sensor radio is turned off for energy saving. As MFCs usually provide ultra-low harvested energy, the node will be probably running out all the stored energy after finishing sending all the probe packets, hence a deep sleep period is needed for charging purpose. When in DS, both the sensor radio and crystal oscillator are turned off, leading to further energy saving. On the other hand, if a node is in RX mode, it periodically wakes up to idle listen for probe packet and goes to power down. An additional DS period is also needed in RX mode because listening power of the sensor node is at the same order as packet transmitting/receiving power.

2.5 ROBUST TOPOLOGY ENGINEERING IN MULTIRADIO MULTICHANNEL WIRELESS NETWORKS: C. Hua and R. Zheng.

Topology engineering concerns with the problem of automatic determination of physical layer parameters to form a network with desired properties. In this paper, we investigate the joint power control, channel assignment, and radio interface selection for robust provisioning of link bandwidth in infrastructure multiradio multichannel wireless networks in presence of channel variability and external interference. To characterize the logical relationship between spatial contention constraints and transmit power, we formulate the joint power control and radio-channel assignment as a generalized disjunctive programming problem. The generalized Benders decomposition technique is applied for decomposing the radio-channel assignment and network resource allocation so that the problem can be solved efficiently. The algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the optimal solution within a finite number of iterations. We have evaluated our scheme using traces collected from two wireless test beds and simulation studies in Qualnet. Experiments show that the algorithm is superior to existing schemes in providing larger interference margin, and reducing outage and packet loss probabilities. Topology engineering is defined as automatic determination of physical layer parameters to generate a network with the desired properties. With the decreasing cost and increasing programmability of wireless devices, many tunable parameters are now at our disposal in topology engineering. In this paper, we consider the choice of transmission power, channel assignment and radio interface in multi-radio multi-channel wireless networks.

2.6 JOINT TOPOLOGY CONTROL AND ROUTING ASSIGNMENT FOR WIRELESS MESH WITH DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS: W. Wong, X. Chen, F. Long.

Using directional antennas in wireless mesh networks is attractive due to its longer coverage range and spatial separation between transmissions of the same channel. However, the connectivity in a DMesh is much lower than its Omni-directional counterpart. This makes topology control a critical problem in DMesh. Because topology control coupled with routing decision, their joint optimization is critical to achieve the best performance. In this paper, we consider a multimedia DMesh with a certain traffic demand at each mesh router. To address the problem, we propose a novel and efficient heuristic called Joint Topology Control and Routing Assignment, an ant-colony optimization algorithm which seeks to jointly optimize topology and routing for DMesh. A wireless mesh network is a multi-hop communication network made up of connected mesh routers providing Internet connectivity to end users. WMN has the advantages of low cost, ease of deployment and high reliability, and hence can be deployed to provide broadband access where wired...
In particular, ODMAC moves the idle listening time from the receivers to the individual duty cycles for nodes with different energy profiles. Hence, each nodes that it is ready to accept incoming data packets out higher layer functionality. Factoring out some functionality and exposing control to services using the MAC protocol allows the protocol to support a wide variety of requirements. To meet the requirements of wireless sensor network deployments and monitoring applications, we need a set of goals for the application’s current and often changing demands. We build an analytical model of B-MAC’s operation. By comparing B-MAC to conventional 802.11-inspired protocols, specifically S-MAC, we develop an experimental model over a wide range of network conditions. We show B-MAC outperforms S-MAC in packet delivery rates, throughput, latency, and energy consumption. In wireless sensor network deployments, reliably reporting data while consuming the least amount of power possible is the ultimate goal. One such application that drives the design of low power media access control protocols is environmental monitoring. UCLA Center for Embedded Network Sensing has deployed wireless sensors for microclimate monitoring. These networks operate at low duty cycles with multihop networking and reliable data reporting. To meet the requirements of wireless sensor network deployments and monitoring applications, we need a set of goals for the media access protocol that maps to the application’s requirements. To meet the goals, we propose B-MAC, a configurable MAC protocol for wireless sensor networks. Our MAC protocol is simple in both design and implementation. It has a small core and factors out higher layer functionality. Factoring out some functionality and exposing control to services using the MAC protocol allows the protocol to support a wide variety of sensor network workloads.

2.7 ODMAC: AN ON-DEMAND MAC PROTOCOL FOR ENERGY HARVESTING - WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS: X. Fafoutis and N. Dragoni.

Energy Harvesting provides a promising solution to one of the biggest problems faced by Wireless Sensor Networks, namely the energy supply. By harvesting energy from the surrounding environment, the sensors can have an infinite lifetime without any needs for battery recharge or replacement. Battery-powered WSNs are typically designed to maximize the energy conservation in order to postpone as much as possible the inevitable battery depletion. Instead, EH-WSNs are being designed on a different principle. The focus is on maximizing the network performance while operating at a state that is energetically sustainable. In this paper, we present ODMAC, an on demand MAC protocol for EH-WSNs which is able to support individual duty cycles for nodes with different energy profiles. Hence, each node is able to increase its energy consumption, thus its performance, to the level that the energy consumed is at the same level to the energy harvested. Energy consumption is highly correlated to performance and guarantees that any surplus of harvested energy can be used for maximizing the performance. In this paper we present ODMAC, an On Demand Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for EH-WSNs in which every node is able to operate as close to the ENO-Max state as possible. In brief, ODMAC has the following key features. Note that MAC protocols that depend on synchronization, such as S-MAC also need to periodically broadcast control frames, which in this case help the synchronization of the nodes. On the other hand, the transmitter wastes energy while waiting for a beacon. Nevertheless, the energy wastage at the transmitter is not significant in low traffic networks, where the transmitting queues are most of the time empty. In particular, ODMAC moves the idle listening time from the receivers to the transmitters. As a result, it is expected to yield beneficial results at low traffic conditions. Each ODMAC receiver periodically broadcasts a beacon which indicates to its receivers that it is ready to accept incoming data packet transmissions.

2.8 VERSATILE LOW POWER MEDIA ACCESS FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS: J. Polastre, J. Hill.

B-MAC is carrier sense media access protocol for wireless sensor networks. To achieve low power operation, BMAC employs an adaptive low power radio sampling scheme to reduce duty cycle, minimize idle listening, and eliminate the overhead of synchronization. B-MAC allows services to reconfigure the MAC protocol for optimal performance, whether it be for throughput, latency, or power conservation. MAC reconfiguration is necessary to meet the application’s current and often changing demands. We build an analytical model of B-MAC’s operation. By comparing B-MAC to conventional 802.11-inspired protocols, specifically S-MAC, we develop an experimental model over a wide range of network conditions. We show B-MAC outperforms S-MAC in packet delivery rates, throughput, latency, and energy consumption. In wireless sensor network deployments, reliably reporting data while consuming the least amount of power possible is the ultimate goal. One such application that drives the design of low power media access control protocols is environmental monitoring. UCLA Center for Embedded Network Sensing has deployed wireless sensors for microclimate monitoring. These networks operate at low duty cycles with multihop networking and reliable data reporting. To meet the requirements of wireless sensor network deployments and monitoring applications, we need a set of goals for the media access protocol that maps to the application’s requirements. To meet the goals, we propose B-MAC, a configurable MAC protocol for wireless sensor networks. Our MAC protocol is simple in both design and implementation. It has a small core and factors out higher layer functionality. Factoring out some functionality and exposing control to services using the MAC protocol allows the protocol to support a wide variety of sensor network workloads.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The sensor network is expected to be utilized for environmental monitoring purposes in forests and wetlands where solar energy is hardly available. A sensor node can either have data generated locally or receive data packets from other nodes when it acts as a relay node. Energy harvesting rate of each node is modeled after typical MFC-PMS designs, which changes randomly within a certain range with a uniform probability. Each node joins the network randomly and has a fixed number of data packets to send. Data packets, with a size denoted as $D$, contain environmental information such as temperature, humidity and moisture. This only occupies several bits of a packet. There is one sink with unlimited power supply to process and store sensor data from all the nodes. Most packets forward between peer nodes rather than to the sink. A node at a certain hop relays data packet to its peer node at the next hop in the direction to the sink. Applications are expected to have a long idle duration; hence the network lifetime is critical for such applications. Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) provide a renewable power source, which can be integrated into terrains, wetlands, and some civil structures for environmental monitoring. Simulation results show that WSNs adopting the proposed protocol can achieve sustainable network operations. It is also demonstrated that the protocol enables reliable data transmission when using ultralow and time-varying MFC power inputs.

Most energy of a wireless sensor is used to power its processor, radio and sensing functions. Much radio energy inefficiency comes from synchronization, packet collisions, idle listening, and overhearing. Therefore, low-power design for WSNs must account for device design, communication protocols, and sensing algorithms. Most wireless sensor devices today adopt IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliant radios. One important provision in the standard is the definition of a “sleep mode” that allows power saving by selectively turning off the radio. Radio chipset vendors can provide more than one sleep mode levels. Due to the varying and extremely low-power supply, the nodes of MFC-powered WSNs must work in a duty-cycling mode. The ideal scenario is that nodes wake up when transmitting data and sleep when not transmitting. The design of a practical duty-cycling protocol is indispensable for the performance of MFC-powered WSNs. Numerous researchers have studied duty cycling-based low-power network protocols that put sensor nodes to sleep and wake them up on a periodic or event-triggered basis. For example, topology control-based
duty cycling protocols are favored in certain cases. However, the knowledge of network topology is usually not available for all nodes, and special radio infrastructures such as multi-radio devices or directional antennas are required for the protocol design.

3.1 RFID

A universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter, abbreviated UART, is a computer hardware device that translates data between parallel and serial forms. RFID stands for Radio-Frequency Identification. The acronym refers to small electronic devices that consist of a small chip and an antenna. The chip typically is capable of carrying 2,000 bytes of data or less. The RFID device serves the same purpose as a bar code or a magnetic strip on the back of a credit card or ATM card; it provides a unique identifier for that object. And, just as a bar code or magnetic strip must be scanned to get the information, the RFID device must be scanned to retrieve the identifying information.

![RFID Image](image_url)

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is the wireless use of electromagnetic fields to transfer data, for the purposes of automatically identifying and tracking tags attached to objects. The tags contain electronically stored information. Some tags are powered by electromagnetic induction from magnetic fields produced near the reader. Some types collect energy from the interrogating radio waves and act as a passive transponder. Other types have a local power source such as a battery and may operate at hundreds of meters from the reader. Unlike a barcode, the tag does not necessarily need to be within line of sight of the reader and may be embedded in the tracked object.

3.2 WORKING PRINCIPLE

Thermistors are thermally sensitive resistors whose prime function is to exhibit a large, predictable and precise change in electrical resistance when subjected to a corresponding change in body temperature. Negative Temperature Coefficient thermistors exhibit a decrease in electrical resistance when subjected to an increase in body temperature and Positive Temperature Coefficient thermistors exhibit an increase in electrical resistance when subjected to an increase in body temperature. A pressure sensor measures pressure, typically of gases or liquids. Pressure is an expression of the force required to stop a fluid from expanding, and is usually stated in terms of force per unit area. A pressure sensor usually acts as a transducer; it generates a signal as a function of the pressure imposed. For the purposes of this article, such a signal is electrical. Humidity sensor detects humidity by measuring the change in the electrostatic capacity of an element corresponding to the ambient humidity. The flow, temperature and relative humidity are set to the desired level using direct reading dial potentiometers. Air flow is measured and controlled using an electronic mass flow controller. A temperature humidity sensor measures the actual conditions. The electronic signals from the sensor form a feedback loop to the controller circuit board. This unit activates heaters in a water reservoir and the humidified air stream to attain and maintain the temperature and humidity conditions. Control functions require no operator intervention except for periodic calibration. All parameters can be observed visually on digital panel meters or monitored with a strip chart recorder. Cooling below room temperature can be achieved using cooling option CP-200.
3.3 AVR MICROCONTROLLER

The AVR is a modified Harvard architecture machine, where program and data are stored in separate physical memory systems that appear in different address spaces, but having the ability to read data items from program memory using special instructions. The easiest way of thinking about it is to compare a microcontroller with your PC, which has a motherboard in it. On that motherboard is a microprocessor that provides the intelligence, RAM and EEPROM memories and interfaces to rest of system, like serial ports, disk drives and display interfaces. A microcontroller has all or most of these features built-in to a single chip, so it doesn’t need a motherboard and many components, LEDs for example, can be connected directly to the AVR. PC microprocessors are always at least 32-bit and commonly now 64-bit. This means that they can process data in 32-bit or 64-bit chunks as they are connected to data buses this wide. The AVR is much simpler and deals with data in 8-bit chunks as its data bus is 8-bit wide, although there is now an AVR32 with 32-bit bus. A PC has an operating system and this runs programs, such as Word or Internet Explorer or Chrome that do specific things. An 8-bit microcontroller like the AVR doesn’t usually have an operating system, although it could run a simple one if required, and instead it just runs a single program.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The figure 3 shows the schematic view of overall designs in Microbial fuel cell based wireless sensor network using energy neutral communication protocol.

![Overall Designs](image1.png)

Fig 3: Overall Designs

Here in a duty-cycle-based energy-neutral communication protocol is proposed for MFC-powered WSNs. Energy-neutral operation (ENO) is expected so that the long-term energy consumption by wireless sensors in a network less than the total energy harvested from its environment. A sensor node can either have data generated locally or receive data packets from other nodes to the virtual terminal. The figure 4 shows the schematic view of Analysis of Different Parameters.

![Analysis of Different Parameters](image2.png)

Fig 4: Analysis of Different Parameters

Data packets, with a size denoted as D each, contain environmental information such as temperature, humidity and moisture, etc., which only occupies several bits of a packet. The figure 5 shows the schematic view of Analysis of Environmental Conditions.

![Analysis of Environmental Conditions](image3.png)
When a node is either in the TX or RX mode, it follows the energy-neutral transmitter or receiver duty cycling. The sensor data’s is transmitted by WSN with low power energy neutral consumption. The figure 6 shows the schematic view of Power Generation through MFC.

This simulation results demonstrates the communication protocol is able to provide energy efficient and reliable data transmission under low and dynamic power inputs.

V. CONCLUSION

Microbial fuel cells provide a renewable power source which can be integrated into terrains, wetlands and some civil structures for environmental monitoring. Microbial fuel cell only provides ultralow and dynamic power. Duty-cycle based energy-neutral communication protocol is proposed for microbial fuel cells powered wireless sensor networks. First mathematical models for optimal duty cycling that minimize the probe packet reception time. Second, an energy-neutral joint scheduling and routing protocol in multi-hop MFC networks is introduced. Finally, a simulation tool is developed to evaluate the protocol performance. Simulation results show that the energy neutral communication protocol is able to provide sustainable and reliable data transmission under low and dynamic power inputs.
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